Executive Meeting - 25/01/20
Present - Andrew Salkeld, Apriya Millan, Ben Tudor, Beth Brown, Jack Ashli-Stuart Bailey,
Kesavan Sivanesan, Mayuran Visakan, Tom Noden, Alexandra Nikolin, Priya Kaler
Vacation Arrangements:
AS Wording changes to vacation document - vacation time set to 12:00 noon which may
be shortened to 10:00, Holding area will be supervised by college staff, MCR may
provide some people also
Easter term 9am vacation time, no push
Storage: International = NI + EU + International
Other minor wording changes
De Smith room will not be used since it is the only undergraduate common room in
the summer vacation
Art room - to be used for laundry during D, E, F
AN + AM + JB - opposition to art room being used for laundry
AS - further consultation with art society to come up with a better solution
Laundry room to be brought up at the next general meeting

Environmental Guidelines:
JCR guidelines modified to apply to JMA as a whole
Point 7 modified from ‘technical equipment’ to ‘technical equipment + large purchases’
Proposal for modification - no glowsticks

Investment advisory committee:
Upcoming meeting
Need to push through divestment changes from last committee

Clear rules for use of societies common room:
No music or events after 21:30
Room must be left in a clean condition
Key can only be signed out by society presidents
AM + AN - uniwide/ other persons should be able to access room
JB - Misuse would be accountable to the person who signs out the key
KS - Consult with Sports and Societies President?
BT - New system for room booking

BOPs:
AS - 6 BOPs in 15 days, noise issues
BB - loss of social space in bar
BT - Domestic Bursar may not grasp that BOPs do not tend to be that loud
Many members - skeptical that there is a noise issue
AN - if there is an issue then we can deal with it after trialing this over these two weeks
AS - bar extension lost, most useful for marriage formal
Need for a halfway hall BOP? - Proposal for a relaxed bar setting with a bar extension
BT - giving ground on halfway hall bop will not give us any gratuity with college
AS - Will consult with Domestic Bursar on Monday
Guideline for all events held in term:
AS Strong opposition
‘Events departments diary should be consulted’ - does not work because Fitz Up, MCR and
Bar was full due to a formal
Staircase parties are not organised so not regulatable

‘No more than one BOP per week’ - strong opposition
BT - Impossible, BOPs are not a problem that need to be solved
AS - 2am is formalising current practice
BT - More clarification over tidy up
AN - Invite Domestic Bursar to next BOP to settle his concerns
BB - Pink week will no longer be throwing a BOP, relaxed drinks in the bar instead

